
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 11 

Date:  23rd July, 2022 

 

Match between: North Clare v South Clare 

 

A1 

Result: North Clare 35 v South Clare 57 

Evenly contested first quarter.  South Clare’s Sally Penny held strongly in the circle and the feeders 

passed accurately into her.  North Clare’s Kirsty Baum turned the ball over with some great 

intercepts.   South Clare’s defensive pressure in the third quarter caused some loose passing by 

North which South capitalised on.  South Clare were too strong in the last quarter and ran away with 

the win. 

 

A2 

Result: North Clare 53 v South Clare 44 

After a tight first quarter North Clare held a small lead; North made some changes in defence 

resulting in turnovers from Kristen Coles and Abbie Brereton which saw them up by a good margin at 

half time. Great play by Katie Woodrow and Kylie Murphy and beautiful shooting by Bella Rawlings 

saw South Clare back in the game at three quarter time but further changes by North bringing Ruby 

Shaw back in at WD and Zoe Pawelski into attack resulted in a strong finish by North Clare for a well-

deserved win in a great game to watch! 

 

B1 

Result: North Clare 58 v South Clare 26 

A slow start for both teams after a break last week. North Clare were able to capitalise on some 

turnovers in the first half. South Clare came out strong in the third quarter with accurate shooting by 

Lucy Malycha in GA. North came home strong to finish the game 58 - 26.  

 

B2 

Result: North Clare 75 v South Clare 35 

An experienced North Clare side managed to get an early lead on the scoreboard against a younger 

South Clare team, but that by no means indicated the standard of play throughout the game. 

Demon's Kathy Woodrow and Bree Mensforth created defensive pressure and did manage to create 

some turnovers for their team. Young Claudia Burton made an impression through the midcourt in 

her first B grade game. North Clare's attack line opened up some beautiful space to allow entry into 

the goal ring where Sophie McLennan and Keely Pearce pulled off some beautiful moves and 

finished accurately in a very high scoring game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C1 

Result: North Clare 36 v South Clare 20 

The first quarter saw both teams make the most of their centre passes, South fed well into their 

goalie Linda Stanway who shot well, giving them the lead by three going into the second quarter.  

Strong defensive pressure by North Clare’s defence, Ellie Redden and Rosie McMurray throughout 

the second half of the game, helped North take the lead by nine at three quarter time.  Great 

teamwork by North’s goalies Carly Marshall and Lilli Smith with South’s Kelsie Ingilis not giving up in 

defence.  Great effort by all with North taking the lead in the end. 

 

C2 

Result: North Clare 36 v South Clare 28 

North Clare were a few goals behind by first quarter, South Clare coming out wanting to take home a 

win. North fired up in the second half of the game which saw a close and tight chase for every loose 

ball. North's defence made it difficult for South to score and vice versa. Mikayla Mason worked hard 

in the goals for North and put them in front by four at three3 quarter time. A bit of an unsettling 

game by all but North Clare made changes in the fourth quarter that settled a win by eight goals.  

 

15U 

Result: North Clare 24 v South Clare 32 

A very strong start with great attack and defence from both teams, with only a goal in it at quarter 

time. The second quarter was tightly contested, however South Clare capitalised on turnovers with 

some great intercepts from Emma Slattery, to take the lead at half time. North continued to work 

hard with great defence from Amelie Smith and shooting from Paige Harrold. A hard fought four 

quarters from both teams with South pulling away at the end. A great game to watch.   

 

J1 

Result: North Clare 11 v South Clare 43 

South Clare started with accurate shooting and strong defence which continued throughout the 

game. North Clare goalies found some confidence and space in the second quarter and the defence 

played well under pressure. North Clare tried hard all game, but South Clare were too strong down 

the court and won convincingly.  

 

J2 

Result: North Clare 3 v South Clare 30 

South Clare proved to be tough competition for North Clare today. Excellent defence by Maddison 

Wehr and centre court drive by Cassidy Moloney allowed the game to go South's way. North 

persisted against tough opposition with Ella Lloyd providing excellent attack in GA while Tesha 

Jaeschke, GD, put the pressure on in defence. Although North played a stronger final quarter South 

walked away with a very strong win.  

 

J3 

South Clare came out strong from the start with some great movement down the court.  Some great 

shooting by Jordie McCarthy set South up for a handy lead.  North’s Sophie Meaney and Madison 

Wood tried hard all game with great defensive pressure.  A good game all round. 

  



J4  

An evenly contested first quarter with strong defensive skills from both teams. A good match 

between Sammi McCarthy and Lucy Honan in the goal ring. Ella Wehr shot accurately in the second 

quarter. An excellent game from both teams. Well done girls! 

 

J5 

South Clare were strong the whole game. Sarah Victor from North Clare played well in the defence 

with support from Allegra Prokopec who also provided strong defence. Clara Ottens and Zara Lally 

played well in the mid court for South Clare. The fourth quarter was even between both teams. 

 

 

Match between: BSR V Eudunda Robertstown 

 

A1 

Result: BSR 50 v Eudunda Robertstown 36 

A brilliant start by Saints taking an early lead by four goals equally matched by an early fierce 

comeback by Tigers helped by accurate shooting and turnovers. Coach Rebecca Moyne said “BSR 

attack found their groove” taking a five goal lead at quarter time. Second quarter Tigers showed why 

they are in the top four. Saints Kyla Newman shot beautifully, and Sophie Nietschke worked 

tirelessly but the Saints couldn’t keep up with the well-oiled Tigers unit. Accurate shooting by Taryn 

Kelly took BSR to a strong lead at three quarter time. A great competitive game to watch with Tigers 

just too polished for Saints taking the win.  

 

A2 

Result: BSR 45 v Eudunda Robertstown 42 

Saints started well with accurate shooting by Molly Bruhn. BSR composed themselves and at quarter 

time Saints lead by one goal. The second quarter went goal for goal. BSR’s Courtney Moller in 

defence intercepted and scores were tied at half time. Sarah Jaeschke and Laura Chigwidden had a 

great tussle in centre in the third quarter, and Saints lead by one at three quarter time. Great last 

quarter by BSR gave them a three goal win.  

 

B1 

Result: BSR 27 V Eudunda Robertstown 39 

Eudunda Robertstown went on the court ready to play. BSR took a while to warm up. Eudunda-

Robertstown defences worked hard all game and some great shooting got them the win.  

 

B2 

Result: BSR 50 Eudunda Robertstown 16 

An even and accurate first quarter by both teams saw a four goal difference at quarter time. BSR 

came out firing in the second quarter taking many intercepts and capitalising on them. BSR’s C 

Jessica Longbottom provided support all the way down the court. BSR’s defence was the standout 

throughout the game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



C1 

Result: BSR 30 v Eudunda Robertstown 47 

It was an even first half in hot conditions. In the third quarter Eudunda Robertstown’s accurate GS 

Jodie Mosey proved to be too strong for BSR’s defenders. BSR’s Amy Basham and Jorja Lillicrapp 

were consistent all game and provided good support down the court. In the fourth quarter BSR 

adapted well to multiple position changes, but Eudunda Robertstown were too strong on the day. 

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: BSR 12 V Eudunda Robertstown 28 

A tight and even first half saw great passages of play by both teams. BSR’s Erin Wheaton played well 

in the centre creating many opportunities for BSR goalies. Saints defenders Matilda O’Brien and 

Isabela Schiller worked hard in the ring to turn the ball over. Saints were able to capitalise on the 

turnovers to come away with the win.  

 

J1 

Result: BSR 8 v Eudunda Robertstown 32 

The Saints gained a strong lead in the first half. Great leads and accurate shooting by Zoe Neal and 

Charlotte Nietschke gave them a 14 goals lead. Tigers defence by Jessica Sommerville and Taylor 

Jones improved in the second half, however small mistakes gave more turnovers to Eudunda 

Robertstown securing them the win.  

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

BSR played good passages of play down the court. Eudunda Robertstown tried hard all game. Ivy 

Weckert, Sophie Adams, Molly Lange and Isabella Thomas made good movement in the ring creating 

space.  

 

J4 

No Game 

 

J5 

BSR started the game strongly with many intercepts and accurate goal shooting. Eudunda 

Robertstown improved as the game progressed with fantastic leading and passages of play. Great 

defensive pressure by Elsie Weckert and attacking by Anniece Stuart  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: BBH v Blyth Snowtown 

  

A1 

Result: BBH 26 v Blyth Snowtown 67 

An unusually warm day in Burra had both teams working extra hard from the get-go. Both teams 

started evenly contested, then BS settled into their game and capitalised on their turnovers. Hard 

working defence by BBH wasn’t enough to slow down BS shooters Leah Edmunds and Ellie Gould. 

BBH changed up played and saw Kloe Berryman into goals who worked very well with Holly Dale to 

win the third quarter back. 

 

A2 

Result: BBH 29 v Blyth Snowtown 51 

An evenly contested first quarter with goalies at both ends working well in offence. Blyth Snowtown 

broke away with a 16 goal lead after half time with BS’ Hannah Hogg and Lucy Pratt controlling the 

whole game to come away with a 22 goal win. 

 

B1 

Result: BBH 30 v Blyth Snowtown 53 

Blyth Snowtown’s well drilled team were very tough opponents for an improving BBH side. Tight 

defence from BS Rachel Sanders made it hard for the Rams to get the ball in the ring. The sister duo 

of Georgie and Emiliy Lines provided BBH with turnovers and fast drives down the court. Overall, 

Blyth Snowtown moved the ball beautifully and finished with accurate shooting. 

 

B2 

Result: BBH 43 v Blyth Snowtown 28  

Blyth Snowtown started off with confidence which gave them a good lead with some accurate 

shooting from Charlotte Jacka. BBH came out with determination to close the gap with strong 

defence from Annie Kellock and Jess Cousins. BBH only won the third quarter with Blyth Snowtown 

running away with it again in the last. 

 

C1 

Result: BBH 37 v Blyth Snowtown 39 

A close first quarter with BBH taking time to settle. BBH’s GS Georgia Hook had strong hands and 

accurate shooting. Blyth Snowtown centre Nadine Williamson had great hands over the ball and 

numerous intercepts. BBH took the lead in the third quarter due to strong defence from Claire Hall 

and Meg Malchya. Blyth Snowtown settled play in the last quarter which took them to the win. 

 

C2 

Result: BBH 61 v Blyth Snowtown 15 

A strong performance by BBH using the court well and capitalising on the mistakes by  

Blyth Snowtown. The BBH team lead from the outset. Despite best efforts of Mia McCauley on both 

ends of the court, BBH proved too strong taking out a commanding win. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



15U 

Result: BBH 27 v Blyth Snowtown 20 

BBH came out firing in the first quarter with defenders Evelyn Klem and Millie Bavistock creating 

many turnovers. Blyth Snowtown responded in the second quarter pulling back the margin, with 

centre Gretta Pratt controlling the mid court. It was a highly contested game, but BBH proved to be 

the strongest side. 

 

J1 

Result: BBH 44 v Blyth Snowtown 28 

An evenly matched first quarter saw both teams make good space and lead well into the ring. BBH 

pulled away in the second quarter with some great intercepts by Emmylou Cooper. BBH continued 

to lead and took the game despite accurate shooting from Skye Ebsary and Kartia Altmann. 

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3  

No Game 

 

J4  

BBH came out strong with great working around the ring from Mia Thompson (GA) and Sophie Tiver 

(WA). Harper McCormack played a strong game at GS for Blyth Snowtown, with equally strong 

defence from Pippa Benson (BBH) taking multiple intercepts. Blyth Snowtown took off in the second 

quarter despite no changes in either team. BBH had majority of the ball in attack, in the third, but 

couldn’t convert. Blyth Snowtown proved too strong in the last quarter and secured the win. A great 

game of netball played by all. 

 

J5  

Blyth Snowtown came out strong. Isla Zweck led and shot very well. BBH girls worked well in defence 

with Lily Dalla and Sienna Thamm working very hard in the first half. At half time, the mercy rule 

came in and we mixed it up, with the girls having an even match. Sienna Thamm and Elsie Angus 

shot very well in the second half. A game played in good sportsmanship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: Min Man v RSMU 

 

A1 

Result: Min Man 41 v RSMU 32 

The game started with a strong contested effort by both teams which saw the score even at quarter 

time. In the second quarter, Min Man goalies shot accurately which saw them capitalise on some 

turnovers and taking the lead at half time by 10 points. The third quarter, saw a change in goalies for 

the Hawks with Kelsey Noll coming in as GS, which had Min Man defenders working harder to keep 

up with the quick movement in the circle. The Hawks continued to work hard in the last quarter, but 

Min Man stood their ground coming out on top. 

A2 

Result: Min Man 54 v RSMU 36 

The first quarter was consistent from both teams with multiple turnovers throughout the mid-court 

from Baillie Trenwith. The second quarter saw Min Man come out firing with both goalies Kimberley 

Mitchell and Halle Smith fighting strong for contested rebounds, helping to lead by seven goals. With 

a few changes from RSMU the third quarter saw them come out firing and majority of the ball in 

their hands, unfortunately not being able to capitalise. The last quarter saw Kelsey Noll valuing the 

ball with great vision and accurate shooting seeing RSMU win the quarter. Overall, the game was 

strong and contested with Min Man come away with a great win. 

B1 

Result: Min Man 61 v RSMU 43 

RSMU came out strong in the first quarter wanting to set the pace. Direction from Cath Greenslade 

at WA helped their attack end work well and get ahead by five at quarter time. Min Man not leaving 

anything behind coming back out with plenty of fight in the second to take a stellar lead at half time. 

Great defensive work down the court by Min Man made it hard for RSMU to keep their run on. 

A change to the Hawks shooting end to try and get their groove back but with accurate shooting in 

the last half from Min Man goalies Hannah Rigden and Nicole Blackwell, the Eagles could not be 

beaten. 

B2 

Result: Min Man 40 v RSMU 32 

The game started at a fast pace with both Min Man and RSMU utilising their centre passes. There 

were multiple intercepts from both teams, but Min Man were able to use these turnovers and turn 

them into goals. A more even third quarter saw RSMU’s Hayley Busch working hard and shooting 

accurately to see Min Man only up by one going into the final quarter. Min Man came out firing with 

nothing to lose in the last quarter with Addisyn Ackland shooting and rebounding beautifully, 

complimented by great defence from Kerry Hadley and Chelsea Couch. Min Man coming away with 

the win.  

 

C1 

Result: Min Man 46 v RSMU 27 

A tight contest from both teams in the first quarter with turnovers from RSMU’s Amanda Vandeleur 

and Min Man’s Annabel Sandow. In the second quarter Min Man goalies started to get on top and 

the team responded with great team play all over the court. RSMU made lots of changes and 

continued the pressure all game, but Min Man finished off with a convincing win. 

 

 



C2 

Result: Min Man 49 v RSMU 32 

Both teams played well with strong defence in the first quarter. Min Man taking the lead by four 

goals. RSMU started to close the gap in the second quarter with good shooting. Good defending by 

Min Man in the ring and centre saw a few turnovers moving the ball back down the court.  

15U 

Result: Min Man 40 v RSMU 41 

A very tight first quarter saw the scores 10 to 12 RSMU’s way. A steady quarter by RSMU saw them 
lift in the second with nice drives down court. Changes at half time lifted the Eagles with great 
transition down court and at three quarter time the scores were even. A tough last quarter with it 
going goal for goal but the Hawks were too strong getting up by one goal.  

 

J1 

No Game 

J2 

Result: Min Man 37 v RSMU 7 

A competitive start for both teams with Min Man ahead by seven in the first quarter. Min Man’s 
defence of Macy Ackland and Amber Smith kept RSMU’s scoring low in the second quarter. RSMU’s 
defence team of Charlotte Mullins and Emily Linckers, fought to keep the ball out of the opposition’s 

circle, but Min Man was too strong increasing the lead to an overall win by 30 goals.  

J3 

An exciting first quarter by both teams with even play down the court. Strong defence and 

intercepts by Min Man throughout the game. Billie Cash and Maeve Allen played a strong defence 

with great turnovers. Great shooting by RSMU throughout the whole game with great play down the 

court allowing the goalies opportunities to score.  

J4 

A great first quarter by both sides. A good second quarter with some great team plays in Min Man’s 

goal circle. Competitive third quarter with lots of turnovers by both teams. Some great netball being 

played. A strong last quarter by Min Man while RSMU worked hard to get the ball into their goal 

circle.  

J5  

Good intercepts from Min Man’s Lily-Mae Barp in the centre. Min Man’s accurate shooting and quick 

passes allowed them to score. RSMU working hard all game.  

 

 

 

 

 


